Given the experience of the last decade, policymakers are certain to prefer managing future terrorist threats with the fusion of intelligence, law enforcement, and special military operations and not via resource-intensive counterinsurgency (COIN). Atomized Islamic extremist threats will persist for sure. However, their continued existence by itself is insufficient justification for maintaining large standing general purpose land forces. The prospect of large-scale conventional warfights with competitor states too appears to be of little use to senior decision makers for determining the most demanding future landpower requirements.
This all is becoming clear at a time when both the current wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and looming fiscal challenges are severely limiting DoD's decision space. With a great deal yet to be determined about the future of land forces, the aforementioned trends have already had a significant impact on the Army and Marine Corps. 1 And, absent a compelling narrative for the land components beyond the current wars, I believe that growing senior-level skepticism about future irregular warfights and continued defense austerity will ultimately negatively impact their size and capability. Much deeper, astrategic force structure changes -in addition to those already announced -may follow.
DoD's under-preparedness for the previous decade is often pinned on a failure of imagination. Sadly, the current wars may have dulled collective imagination still more. Going forward, careful consideration of the widest possible unconventional contingency set, however, may help DoD avert imprudent land force changes. This new, broader contingency set should move conceptually beyond what was once called the War on Terror (WoT) and into functional space that, as a consequence of the immediate burdens of the last nine years, remains undervalued in national-level strategic planning. This wider contingency space should be defined by threats that cannot be ignored given the interests at stake but also can only be addressed adequately through the discriminating application of land forces. With detailed consideration, this new demand set likely provides ample justification for maintaining robust joint land forces focused on rapid forcible entry, sustained ground combat, and limited opposed stabilization.
For the most part, challenges falling into this category are strategically disruptive "small wars" in important states and regions. 2 The new wider challenge set includes terrorists but does not overvalue the large-scale use of Army and Marine general purpose forces (GPF) to hunt them down. It sees response to succession crises; civil wars or insurrections; lawlessness, criminality, and criminal sanctuary; loss of control over or use of dangerous military capabilities or weapons of mass destruction; and natural or human catastrophe as more useful land force planning models than classical insurgency, terrorism, or major theater war. In essence, it focuses on consequential threats of disorder that cannot be managed or contained adequately without timely employment of the right expeditionary land forces.
Most defense experts accept small wars as the likeliest raison d'etre of the Army and Marine Corps going forward. However, the current default setting for future small wars is most often reflexively defined as some combination of the operations described in FM 3-07 Stability Operations (STABOPS) and FM 3-24 Counterinsurgency. 3 Too often this means that future wars look -not unsurprisingly -like current wars.
A more comprehensive risk-and resource-informed assessment of future demands is in order. I argue here that any assessment of future small wars requirements that does not account for the certainty of declining resources; fails to question conventional wisdom about COIN and STABOPS; or, finally, ignores the likelihood of significant policy-level constraints emerging from Iraq and Afghanistan will not end with the right force structure or employment concepts. The worst outcomes in this regard would, of course, undermine future readiness.
As the department's senior leaders visualize the future land force, three realities are relatively certain. First, the force will be smaller -perhaps, significantly so. Second, tomorrow's landpower demands will not look like those of either today or yesterday. And, finally, third, national leaders will hesitate when faced with future interventions that look -in cost and scale -like the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Thus, they are likely to drive down expectations about outcomes and, as a consequence, limit investment of blood, treasure, and time. How the land services and special operations forces (SoF) account for these factors may determine how well they navigate senior-level defense decision making on the future joint force.
QDR and More of the Same
The land components already have one strike against them. From a future concept perspective, the Army and Marine Corps did not actually weather February's Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) as well as their air and naval counterparts. QDR set a clear azimuth for the Navy and Air Force. It charged them to develop a comprehensive "Air-Sea Battle" (ASB) concept for anti-access environments. 4 By contrast, the best mission the Department of Defense (DoD) could muster for the Army and Marine Corps was essentially 'more of the same.' This implies that, in the eyes of defense leadership, the land components are forces of today, whereas air, sea, space, and cyber power constitute forces of tomorrow -an unenviable position if you are an Army or Marine senior leader. 5
After nearly ten years of continuous irregular combat, the future land force question could use more inspiration. Without it, the Pentagon itself will become an active theater of war as defense austerity shifts into high gear. Land force futures will be the contested ground. And, absent a compelling future narrative, land forces will be the principal source of future defense savings. Given the nation's continuing economic woes, prudent post-war force reductions are in order. Yet, these reductions should not occur without an adequate risk-informed assessment of future worst-case need.
In this regard, the critical question left unanswered by the last defense review was "what is the land components' unique contribution to national defense in an era of expanding defense missions, fewer resources, and widespread skepticism about repeating the experience of our most recent wars?" The 1990's were dominated by abstract scenarios about two large-scale conventional conflicts. The last decade, on the other hand, provided defense planners with concrete experience from which to draw lessons. Senior defense leaders now need to craft a new land force vision that blends abstract prediction with recent experience, providing the Army and Marine Corps specifically with a clear, risk-adjusted mandate for the future. Toward this end, I suggest that defense leaders first charter the land components as the nation's principal hedge against consequential foreign disorder. This is already far closer to their historical role than they prefer to acknowledge. To be sure, classical insurgency falls in the category "consequential foreign disorder." However, in spite of the economy of scale that has grown up around COIN in the last ten years, it is not necessarily the likeliest source of future trouble.
Next, senior defense leaders should examine military responses to future small wars with renewed realism and, thus, within the context of assumed war weariness on main street and flat or declining defense resources flowing from Washington. As a consequence, a good future land force model might size, shape, and posture the Army and Marine Corps for forced intervention into internal conflicts occurring within relatively large and/ or important states but in pursuit of much more circumspect objectives than those associated with Iraq in particular. This acknowledges that the next generation of strategic decision makers will likely see Iraq and Afghanistan as cost-prohibitive endeavors while, at the same time, recognizing that the capacity for forcible intervention and sustained combat and stability operations are hallmarks of continued great power status. 6 In the end, if as I have argued above, land forces will be getting smaller, they are less in danger of becoming hollow than they are of being dead wrong about their future mission set. Thus, the last decade might well be remembered over the course of the next two as one of over-correction, under-estimation, wishful thinking, and institutional short-sightedness.
The COIN of the Realm: Building Imbalance in Post-9/11 Strategic Planning On the subject of over-correction; in the last nine years, DoD as an enterprise has reflexively over-corrected for a specific brand of small war -i.e., neo-classical COIN in the Near East and South Asia. This move relies on four questionable assumptions: 1) terrorism is the most compelling threat-focus for DoD's general purpose land forces; 2) comprehensive COIN is the only Defense antidote for it; 3) no consequential unconventional threats will emerge outside the Central Command area of responsibility; and 4) competent, capable, and friendly partners will always be waiting for U.S. forces dockside or planeside in future contingencies. A key risk going forward is that all of this proves wrong. Yet another example of potential over-correction comes in the area of stabilization and reconstruction. While the United States government (USG) has made significant strides adjusting to the demands of comprehensive stabilization, reconstruction, and state-building -and has developed equally comprehensive doctrine for the complete resuscitation of crippled states, future decision makers and strategists are certain to be less ambitious in the case of the next regime collapse. There is clearly emerging cognitive dissonance between what we now know to be the requisite (and enormous) investment in blood and treasure needed to put a modest-sized state of 25-30 million people tenuously back on its feet and what the risk and cost tolerance of American officials are as a result. Repeating commitments that match Iraq and Afghanistan in scale and duration hazard prohibitive costs for a war-weary nation. Further still, they promise to fix finite U.S. land forces strategically in a single theater, severely limiting broader global freedom of action.
Thus, increasingly the FM 3-07/FM 3-24 blueprint will instead have to be a menu; where minimum essential outcomes are pursued through selective and limited stabilization and reconstruction efforts in pursuit of 'good enough' but certainly not ideal outcomes. The next failed or failing foreign regime will get something less than 'all in' from the USG. And, sooner rather than later, American decision makers will also recognize that stand-by civil architecture for no-notice deployment on largescale, long-duration, STABOPS is an expensive luxury. 7
The idea of raising more civilian USG capacity to fuel a more vigorous whole-of-government approach to foreign contingency operations has long been a hobby horse to the Washington conference set. However, it is an aspiration unlikely to be recognized any time soon under tight fiscal circumstances. If DoD's budget is flattening and ultimately falling, the Depart-ment of State's (DoS) resources are not likely to rise. Though DoS seems to have strengthened the hand of the Coordinator for Reconstruction and Stabilization (S/CRS) by making it a proper bureau (Conflict and Stabilization Operations) within the department and thus increasing the prospect of greater civil capacity for non-military contingency responsibilities, an assessment of the recent Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development Review (QDDR) hints otherwise, observing:
The S/CRS budget has been severely cut in 2011. Will the Secretary be able to ensure sufficient funding for the vision? Will there be support for civilian capacity absent the immediate demand to send personnel to the front lines with the military? The reference to pooled funds ( from State, DoD, and USAID) for these operations suggests an ill-advised strategy of giving up some policy leadership in order to rely on DoD's ability to get resources. 8 For the time being then, the military -and specifically land forces -need to accept that they will continue leading any significant stabilization efforts, regardless of how appropriate or not the uniformed military is to a given set of stabilization tasks. This will create another set of uncomfortable choices; this time within the land services. STABOPS purists will certainly want more specialists -counterinsurgents, trainers, civil affairs experts, etc. That may be ideal. However, senior land force leaders may have to opt for 'gifted generalists' in a bid to effectively cover down on all possible contingencies. In truth, there will be fewer soldiers and fewer civilians available for future STABOPS. This invariably pushes armed interventions in a very specific direction -i.e., more discrimination in mission selection and pursuit of less ambitious outcomes in mission conduct.
With respect to under-estimation; given the diffusion of threat capabilities and the spectrum of all possible small wars, DoD may well seriously misjudge the intensity of its more unavoidable, unconventional future land contingencies. To date, the high-end asymmetric threat (HEAT) -i.e., neo-"traditional" challengers like China, North Korea, Iran, etc -seems to dominate the 'high-intensity' headlines. 9 This is predictable, of course, as high-intensity and innovative (but still traditional) military methods and capabilities are habitually linked in defense planning.
The current 'more of the same' narrative implies that U.S. land forces will operate with relative impunity and freedom of action in what was once described as the "low-intensity conflict" sphere, chasing terrorists and insurgents around ungoverned and under-governed territory while simultaneously building indigenous security forces to take over the hunt. This by no means underplays the physical threats to individual service members in these environments and acknowledges that U.S. forces will need to protect themselves with specialized capabilities to be sure. However, it also assumes that circumstances will replicate Iraq and Afghanistan and future unconventional opponents will adhere to the al Qaeda, Iraqi insurgent, and Taliban playbooks. If so, the logic follows that U.S. forces have already adjusted concepts, training, and material adequately for all future threats and, therefore, will automatically succeed. This is a risky proposition as well.
While the United States has become accustomed to 'conflict in the round' over the last nine plus years, it has not yet done so at its highest level of intensity -think -collapse of a large, important state; civil war involving WMD; or violent devolution of a relatively sophisticated military. For U.S. decision makers, this type of problem will be too important to ignore and too big to solve. The first imperative under these circumstances involves aggressively pursuing minimum essential security outcomes even before contemplating (or ever) moving on to more comprehensive, classical Phase IV/Phase V state-building efforts. 10 It is, for example, not fantastical to note that even those regimes falling into the HEAT category might also be vulnerable to serious internal conflict. Moreover, one of the more common and serious defense contingency 'what ifs' involves failure of a nuclear state. Needless to say, most nuclear states also boast other sophisticated military capabilities. If the state fails, the armed forces will fail -worse atomize -as well, leaving an intervening American military with multiple violent threats ranging in intensity from the angry and dispossessed to the nuclear armed.
Thus, an alternative to 'more of the same' might be 'more of the same plus'; meaning, of course, that unconventional or irregular conflicts will dominate the land force planning agenda but that the complexity and intensity of the most dangerous among these will outstrip Iraq and Afghanistan significantly. 'More of the same plus' witnesses U.S. land forces having to fight their way into an environment where compound traditional and irregular capabilities and forces mix in one battlespace and where a variety of threat actors compete against U.S. forces and one another at the same time. Here also the United States, as the intervening power, performs limited stabilization coincident to quite intense, decentralized combat operations.
Of course, some might see similarities between this general scenario and "hybrid war" described by Frank Hoffman and others. 11 But, the conditions described above also suggest that the worst-case circumstances for U.S. forces will be those in which they conduct a unilateral, forced entry into theater; establish multiple lodgments; expand them; and then operate effectively without the benefit of either a host nation partner or a single coherent opponent following a rational strategic design. If as so often is suggested, the greatest threat to the United States is not strong functioning states but rather weak and/or failing ones, then it is reasonable to conclude that the most difficult contingency prospect for U.S. planners is 'cold start' intervention into a once functioning, relatively sophisticated state now suddenly crippled by internal conflict or catastrophe. In a recent Joint Force Quarterly article, Roy Goodson and Richard Schultz echoed this sentiment when they observed:
(O)ver half of the world's approximately 195 states are weak, failing, or failed. They will generate a significant number of future conflicts. These states are vulnerable to scores of decentralized armed groups -terrorists, criminals, insurgents, and militias…De facto coalitions…comprised of states, armed groups, and other nonstate actors will exploit these conditions through violence and other means. 12
Under the circumstances described above, there will be no single "military situation" or "enemy centers of gravity… [or] potential and most likely [enemy courses of action]" that might be applied to a unitary threat actor. 13 Instead, there will be all the capabilities that once fit inside 'the enemy template' in the absence of templatable conditions or behaviors. 14 The 'enemy' will be 'enemies'; the demands of fighting each different in form and substance. And, as in the classical COIN environment, this will occur within and around vulnerable populations as well.
A useful thought experiment for DoD in this regard might be visualizing Iraq's collapse under circumstances where the instrument of failure is something other than the coalition -e.g., coup, pandemic, civil war, insurrection -necessitating U.S. intervention from a cold start to both secure key populations and infrastructure and prevent horizontal escalation of the conflict region-wide. Adding presumed WMD to the scenario would be useful as well. Given the discovery learning that has been Iraq, wargaming this 'Iraq Redux' scenario with benefit of hindsight as to exactly how the country fractured under stress might provide defense planners with a reasonable model for exploring various other future intervention options.
Likewise, revisiting the operational conditions presented by the Yugoslav civil war might offer unique insights, if planners assume, for the sake of gaming, that compelling U.S. interests were at risk to such an extent that rapid, multi-point intervention to stop the war was unavoidable. Yet another example Peace & Stability OPeratiOnS JOurnal Online Small Wars 2.0: A Working Paper on Land Force Planning After Iraq and Afghanistan might be visualizing intervention in revolutionary Iran in the late 1970s. Again, time, circumstances, and capabilities are different today. However, conditions like those present during the Iranian revolution might provide a useful analog for any number of candidate contingencies in the future. Indeed, Iran's 2009 "Green Revolution" as well as recent uprisings in Tunisia, Algeria, Yemen, and, perhaps most importantly, Egypt demonstrate the destabilizing effects of contagious (and unanticipated) civil unrest. At a minimum, land components would be well-advised to use 'cold start, ' limited opposed stabilization as the centerpiece of their joint exercise program and professional military education as it combines all the complexity of COIN and stabilization with the lethality and physical danger of traditional combat operations.
On the idea of wishful thinking; in spite of rhetoric and experience to the contrary, corporate DoD still prefers preparing to fight states and their militaries, more or less under Marquis of Queensbury rules. That the QDR devoted its most sophisticated discussion to combating traditionally organized HEAT challengers while expending significantly less intellectual energy describing defense responses to next generation irregular threats is a clear indication that DoD is comfortable with linear projection of its current irregular challenge set into an indefinite future. This too suggests a dangerous precedent.
The logic seems to be that adjustments in capabilities, doctrine, and concepts sparked or spurred on by the Iraq and Afghan Wars will provide the best solutions to all (or the most important) future irregular conflicts. Alternatively, some but not all engaged in the HEAT and anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) discussions seem to argue that, because the United States overcorrected for COIN. State-based opponents in particular are now increasingly likely to engage in niche but still traditional areas of military competition where the U.S. was (and still is) dominant. Both perspectives ignore the very real possibility that military power overall might be less useful in the future as a competitive instrument vis-à-vis hostile state and non-state opponents. But, it may be the only instrument available to contain violent threats of disorder that put key strategic interests of the United States at grave risk.
The first point is especially true for HEAT challengers who might maintain just enough of the right capabilities (e.g., WMD, anti-access) to present the United States with a credible, cost-imposing foil against interference while competing more effectively in areas of increased advantage -politics, economics, etc. If this point is valid, then U.S. decision makers can assume some risk on overall land force size, while shifting the land force focus more decisively toward hedging against disorder, in-stability, and rogue behavior occurring outside and often below responsible state authority. Though the classical view of COIN and stabilization might appear to suffice, in this regard, it does not necessarily do so at the requisite level of intensity nor does the current view of STABOPS and COIN account either for post-war political constraints or tightening resources.
Two additional points of wishful thinking are noteworthy and troublesome. First, defense strategists and planners appear to hold out great hope that foreign capacity building and security force assistance (SFA) will prevent our way out of complex irregular warfighting altogether. 15 Though not explicit, this view employs some of the same arguable logic raised under the label "over-correction" above; specifically that Islamist terrorism is the principal threat to global security and that the principles of COIN will always be appropriate to the problem. It pushes that logic further by assuming that partners closest to the root of the terrorist problem share (or can be convinced of ) our perspective and will in turn be willing to do something about it.
As the U.S. structures land forces hence, it would be wise to carefully weigh the risks associated with over-valuing the preventative SFA approach at the expense of building more effective contingency response capability. For example, according to Robert Haddick:
If U.S. policymakers are hoping that foreign security forces, boosted by U.S. assistance, will always be a competent and reliable substitute for U.S. military manpower, those policymakers will frequently find themselves disappointed. 16 The second point is that regardless of how far we have come in interagency cooperation since 9/11, there is still an over-abundance of faith (or hope) within DoD that an as yet unrealized interagency expeditionary capacity will someday materialize in foreign theaters to assume responsibility for most non-military demands (again, see "over-correction"). The 2010 QDR observes, for example:
A strong and adequately resourced cadre of civilians organized and trained to operate alongside or in lieu of U.S. military personnel during a variety of possible contingencies is an important investment for the nation's security. This is an urgent requirement for ongoing operations…and will remain an enduring need in the future security environment-both to prevent crises and to respond to them. 17 A more realistic viewpoint holds that DoD resource advantages will endure. In fact, they may become more pronounced as the United States rationalizes its balance sheet after the Iraq and Afghan Wars. There likely is no interagency cavalry on the horizon for the foreseeable future. All budgets are certain to go down. As agencies like the DoS and the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) assess needs in a resource constrained environment, large increases in cold start expeditionary capacity are not likely to survive as priorities. As in DoD, an excessive reliance on prevention is more likely to prevail. Further, the assumption that preventive capabilities dispersed around the world in capacity-building endeavors can suddenly be massed and redirected to competently contend with a single large-scale contingency is a reach. Thus, in spite of likely reductions, DoD will still boast greater raw response capacity than any other USG agency. As a consequence, minding non-military gaps will remain Defense business for some time to come.
Because of this, DoD has two enduring responsibilities. First, it must maintain the hard won capacity to employ civil-military capacity in the right combinations in operations abroad. As has been discussed, this may, however, involve a less expansive remit than that chartering the wars in either Iraq or Afghanistan. Second, and perhaps more importantly, defense and military leaders should become comfortable with their forces in the field someday answering to civilian aid, development, and homeland security officials who have requisite expert knowledge but lack sufficient human and material resources.
Finally, concerning institutional short-sightedness; the dislocating shocks of 9/11, the Iraq and Afghan insurgencies, and the politics of counter-terrorism (i.e., 'who's tougher on terrorists?') tends to stifle official examination of future ground combat demands that look genetically distinct from those undertaken in the name of the WoT. The concept of "persistent conflict" has become synonymous with an era of unrelenting, manpowerintensive fights against Islamic terrorists. Defense strategy that has emerged as a result appears to tie the fate of land forces almost rxclusively with persistent, WoT-related CT and COIN. Again, this is clearly a product of "over-correction" as well.
Since 9/11, substantive discussions on land force futures quickly devolve into talk on the state of COIN after Iraq and Afghanistan, the right land force contributions to CT and COIN-focused SFA, and the future of Provincial Reconstruction Teams and their integration in U.S. combat formations. Most discussions like these have not stepped out from under the shadow of Iraq and Afghanistan long-enough to answer more fundamental questions about the trajectory of unconventional conflicts and small wars in general. Again, a notable exception in this regard might be Frank Hoffman's body of work on "Hybrid Wars." Thus, in a period punctuated by declining defense resources, identifying the likeliest and most dangerous small wars trends and defense responses to them will be key actions, essential to uncovering answers to the land force futures question.
Alternative Assumptions -Building the Army and Marine Corps You Can Have
Former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld famously told a U.S. soldier in Kuwait, "You go to war with the army you have, not the army you might want or wish to have at a later time." 18 The soldier had asked him why deployed service members had to modify their equipment in theater to better protect against the unexpected dangers of Iraq. At the time, Rumsfeld was vilified for his insensitivity. However, he was right. Near-term choices about concepts, capabilities, force structure, etc -right or wrong -will leave an indelible mark on future readiness and operational effectiveness.
There are generally two textbook archetypes used for determining future defense demands. 19 DoD looks at the present or recent past as benchmarks. Defense capabilities maintained throughout the 1990s and until 9/11 were products of the latter. With so much invested in the science of traditional warfighting and having the Gulf War as affirmation, DoD simply parsed the monolithic Soviet threat into smaller traditional regional challenges, posturing (at least rhetorically) to fight two conflicts simultaneously. Naturally, 9/11 changed that calculus. The "two MTW" planning approach was discarded as DoD came to terms with fighting the WoT and subsequent insurgencies springing from the U.S.-triggered collapse of Iraq and Afghanistan. 18 COIN and comprehensive STABOPS ruled. Thus, the new defense norm -specifically for land forces -has come to be dominated by some extrapolation of present experience.
Most of us now also recognize that the post-9/11 environment encouraged defense largess. For nearly a decade, DoD has had the run of the store, choosing the type of force it wanted and experiencing almost no uncomfortable resource limitations along the way. Now, however, with light at the end of the tunnel in Iraq and Afghanistan, with the United States confronting a looming $13 trillion dollar debt and with the Secretary of Defense already seeking to find increased "efficiencies" inside the Defense enterprise, DoD is entering a period where it now only gets the force others allow it to have and not necessarily the one it wishes for or wants. 20 That force will need to buy down risk in more areas with fewer resources. Indeed, DoD is caught in a vortex of expanding responsibilities -e.g., cyber and missile defense, homeland defense and security, anti-access challenges, COIN and STABOPS, CT -and flat or declining assets. It Small Wars 2.0: A Working Paper on Land Force Planning After Iraq and Afghanistan pksoi.army.mil 7 will have to spread finite capabilities across more missions. More savings will inevitably be mined from the manpowerintensive land services as a consequence.
With these realities in mind, I propose that land force senior leaders operate off of eight new working assumptions when planning the future force. These assumptions will put them ahead of current defense thinking and posture them for inevitable changes in force size and composition.
• Defense budgets will flatten or decline. Defense missions will expand. And, active land forces will shrink. 21 • For a variety of reasons -dwindling capabilities, national caveats, diverging interests, etc, traditional U.S. partners will assume far fewer land combat burdens. • CT and SFA will be persistent, important, but also lower density missions than currently anticipated. • Small wars of some description will remain the primary mission of U.S. land forces. • Future land force size, shape, and mission should be predicated on worst case conditions: cold start, unilateral intervention, with little to no allied or host nation support. • Smaller land forces will have less aggregate capability and less endurance but will also continue to shoulder many nonmilitary stabilization tasks. • Less land force capability and less partner support requires greater selectivity in employment, increased discrimination in missions, and more circumspect operational objectives. • Newfound competency in STABOPS and COIN will inform the conduct of future operations; however, most policymakers will see classical STABOPS and COIN as cost prohibitive.
These assumptions are substantially different than those underwriting QDR's 'more of the same' outlook. Combined, they imply that serial, large-scale, long duration COIN and STABOPS -in their most classical conception -are not good archetypes for missioning and right-sizing future forces. Future U.S. landcentric operations will certainly witness irregular resistance and widespread human insecurity -the focus of COIN and STABOPS. They are equally likely to involve the decentralized employment of sophisticated military capabilities by opponents and the presence of WMD. Finally, U.S. forces are not likely to enter any future land war with the human, material, or fiscal endurance associated with Iraq and Afghanistan. Thus, a new small wars intervention model is essential to answering the critical "what next for land forces?" question.
Right-Sizing Land Forces for Intervention
Strategy and plans, unconstrained by resources, will always fail to meet actual demands when they encounter reality. Defense strategy and associated capabilities are best predicated on reasonable judgments about worst-case strategic circumstances. But, response to worst-case scenarios can no longer automatically be resourced for definitive outcomes. Iraq and Afghanistan have taught us that the U.S. has likely entered a warfighting epoch where its forces sometimes leave the field when security conditions are still quite dangerous but nonetheless more manageable or containable than they were at the outset.
Sadly, the United States may be entering a period of 'supplybased' defense planning as there are simply too many potentialities and too few resources to go around. In fact, what DoD can do specifically about any future worst-case situation inevitably relies on the risk and resource trade-offs senior defense leaders make today across the whole of DoD's demand set; remember Rumsfeld's dilemma in 2004.
Prospective high-end asymmetric warfights with regional powers like China or Russia and potential North Korean, Pakistani, or Mexican collapse scenarios each fall under the worst-case rubric but for very different reasons. The latter are small wars. However, that by no means aptly describes their size, intensity, or impact. Both archetypes -'big' and 'small' -require defense attention. In the end, however, neither is likely get the 'war winning' investment necessary to satisfy military theorists.
As noted earlier, big HEAT challenges will increasingly become the objects of dissuasion, deterrence, and, at their most intense level, coercive campaigns -certainly not regime change.
Whereas, small wars of disorder need to increasingly be seen as management challenges where intervention seeks to drive active threats to levels senior decision makers find manageable. To the inevitable retort that failure to go 'all in' in any small war only guarantees U.S. forces will have to return, the best answer is "perhaps"; as the absolute cost of one, two, or more future wars like Iraq and Afghanistan become increasingly unthinkable.
For now, the twin realities of an inevitable small wars future and the certainty of flat or declining defense resources and manpower should push DoD away from a COIN-based force, optimized for serial employment in the Middle East and South Asia, and instead toward a robust, expeditionary force focused on rapid entry/punitive campaigns and limited opposed stabilization worldwide. Forcible entry, rapid force build-up, precision lethality, and immediate full spectrum effects are valued more in these two archetypes than is the capacity to extend operations Small Wars 2.0: A Working Paper on Land Force Planning After Iraq and Afghanistan Small Wars 2.0: A Working Paper on Land Force Planning After Iraq and Afghanistan indefinitely. While the current full-spectrum mantra championed by land force leaders may in part meet some capabilities needs in these two archetypes, a fuller appreciation of the worst-case environment suggests the need for more innovation in force structure, employment concepts, and enabling capabilities. For example, as a function of the upcoming post-war reset, the force should generate more early entry combat forces and enablers that can fight and stabilize immediately on arrival with no requirement for reconfiguration or specialized reinforcement.
In brief, if one accepts the assumptions outlined above as legitimate points of departure, then GPF land forces should re-posture after Iraq and Afghanistan -not for the mission set that existed on September 10th, 2001 nor for the widespread CT, COIN, and STABOPS posture they assumed thereafter. Instead, land force leaders might consider posturing for forcible entry into and expeditionary operations in environments that are too important to ignore but also often much too big for the United States to solve outright. The worst of these circumstances include those where:
• Local authorities have lost control over outcomes and few allied or partner states are able to contribute effectively to contingency response. • The affected population is at best indifferent and at worst openly hostile to U.S. entry. • Intense decentralized combat action will combine with widespread human insecurity. • An active and incoherent opposition ranges from the passively aggressive; through criminals, militias, and insurgents; to rogue elements of a sophisticated military and security apparatus. • High-end military capabilities pose dispersed, localized challenges; in some cases, including nuclear, chemical, or biological threats. • Partnerships are local -to the extent they exist and mostly occur at levels below the state; individual partners will also compete -sometimes violently -with one another. • The operational challenge is so complex that U.S. forces are employed under a limited charter and with explicit or implied constraints on the course and conduct of operations.
Ideally, at max commitment, the joint Army-Marine Corps team should have the capacity to undertake two major land operations simultaneously -one of the two a large-scale limited opposed stabilization and the other a smaller rapid entry/ punitive campaign. Barring involvement in a limited stabilization, the joint force should be able to conduct two somewhat larger rapid entry/punitive campaigns at once. Both missions are founded on a renewed ability to force entry into theater at multiple points with robust force packages that can quickly create conditions suitable for the rapid build-up and distributed employment of additional follow-on forces. The limited stabilization mission anticipates opposed, minimum essential pacification of a state, territory, or regionfriendly or hostile -where central authority has failed and disorder itself threatens core U.S. interests. 22 Among others, trigger events might include external attack, coup, civil war, insurgency, insurrection, and natural or human disaster. From a planning perspective, the most significant operational difference between opposed stabilization and large-scale, classical COIN and STABOPS centers on the type, intensity, and varied sources of violence, as well as the assumed absence of ready-made local partners. It is also important to note that the capacity for limited traditional military campaigns remains embedded in the force, as the armed stabilization model offered here assumes that opposing forces will often possess and employ sophisticated military capabilities and methods.
The term 'limited' is only an indication of the extent and sophistication of the objectives pursued. It is not an indication of the aggregate size of the U.S. commitment. I anticipate that a limited opposed stabilization might involve between eight and twenty combat brigade equivalents and between 90,000 and 230,000 personnel in the immediate theater of operations. 23 At max intensity, a limited stabilization is intended to achieve a circumspect set of key defeat and stabilization objectives in a high threat environment with a hostile population. 24
Likeliest use of the limited stabilization option is in the establishment of functional security in the most important areas of a crippled state or region. By definition then, limited stabilization is not optimized for bottom-up, long-duration nationbuilding but instead focuses on establishing and maintaining those minimum essential security conditions necessary for the local reconstitution of effective political authority. The mission assumes a limited duration -perhaps two years. The combat forces employed -especially early entry forces -should be drawn first from the active component. And, the force should have sufficient depth to accommodate the initial commitment of forces and a single full follow-on rotation, with options for a more extended commitment under extraordinary circumstances at significantly lower numbers. 25 Rapid entry/punitive campaigns are also predicated on forcible entry into and operation in high-threat environments also boasting hostile populations, albeit with a more modest U.S. land contingent. 26 The rapid entry/punitive campaign likely involves four to seven combat brigade equivalents and a total personal commitment in the immediate theater of between 45,000 and 80,000 personnel. 27 Rapid entry campaigns also focus on achieving a limited set of very specific security objectives over a relatively short period of time (i.e., no more than 12 months). Though focused on short-duration operations, the total Army-Marine expeditionary capability should have sufficient flexibility to maintain two commitments of this type and size for up to two years (again initial commitment plus one full rotation), while maintaining the capacity to generate a third joint land force of similar size to support civil authorities in the event of wide-ranging domestic catstrophe. 28 This latter force does not require the warfighting potential resident in the other two but may need additional specialized capabilities to better enable it to meet its homeland defense and security demands.
In reality, the force pool available for either an opposed stabilization or a rapid entry campaign will be impacted by prior commitments. If, for example, the U.S. is committed to an opposed stabilization of 230,000, then it will by definition have significantly fewer resources available to commit to a new rapid entry requirerment.
Rapid entry/punitive campaigns might be necessary to:
• Defeat hybrid military threats or hostile irregular groups;
• Neutralize violent threats to friendly governments or unimpeded use of the global commons; • Protect U.S. citizens and property abroad;
• Establish short-term control over un-, under-, or irresponsibly-governed territory; • Destroy or dismantle criminal or terrorist sanctuary and support networks; • Reverse illegitimate seizures of political power; • Underwrite the extraterritorial exercise of U.S. law; or • Seize and exercise temporary control over WMD, critical foreign infrastructure and resources, or foreign territory that may be essential to local restoration of order, authority, and the protection of wider international security.
Yet other models for rapid entry/punitive campaigns might be Mass Atrocity Response Operations (MARO) or quick interposition between or defeat of warring factions in an internal conflict posing grave harm to key U.S. interests. 29 'Stacked' crises necessitating the capacity for two rapid entry force packages might include direct U.S. intervention to: temper a violent succession crisis in Cuba; defeat Mexican criminal gangs; secure and safeguard North Korean or Pakistani nuclear capabilities; limit escalation of a resurgent Iraqi civil war; secure the population and key infrastructure of a state threatened by civil conflict; or defeat traditional, irregular, or hybrid threats to key lines of communication. And, though certainly not the same from an operational perspective, one can see the need for the commitment of a third large Army and Marine force for an indefinite period to support civil authorities in domestic disaster relief as well. Note, none of these are predictive, only illustrative.
Naturally, limited opposed stabilization and rapid entry/punitive campaigns are ideal archetypes. There are obvious real world variations on each theme. Both archetypes intended to signal continued U.S. commitment to land-based power projection capability befitting a great power. But, they also account for the real limitations of a smaller land force. The STABOPS-COIN competencies are embedded in and useful to both. However, the archetypes themselves acknowledge that future demand likely will not conform to contemporary U.S. experience in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Conclusion
Purists argue for unconstrained strategy development. Invariably, the 'unconstrained approach' results in the strategyresource mismatch so often decried after the fact. Successfully avoiding the strategy-resource dilemma requires a sophisticated understanding first of what actions might be essential in a given set of contingency circumstances and which might only rise to the level of 'preferred.' With that knowledge, the strategist then resources, plans for, and assesses risk against these minimum essential outcomes, now informed by a more refined understanding of the art of the possible.
That is the very position the land components are in today. In a 21st century context, they will be relied on for a handful of important missions. They will need the capacity to defeat high-end military forces and capabilities but likely not in the density anticipated throughout the immediate post-Cold war period. They will need to maintain and persistently improve their ability to combat multiple violent irregular opponents simultaneously, often in the face of indifferent or hostile foreign populations, and not always or even commonly on behalf of a functioning partner. They will need to know how to identify, locate, and secure key infrastructure and capabilities -including WMD -threatened by violent insecurity. They will need to maintain their new found capacity to protect vulnerable populations from criminals, terrorists, militias, and sometimes one another. They will have to forge local partnerships on the ground and raise or resurrect local formal and informal security instruments. They will have to fulfill a range of non-military missions -e.g., emergency stabilization and reconstruction, as they are still the most adaptable instruments in the nation's con-
